Advances in multimodal characterization methods fuel a generation of increasing immense hyper-dimensional datasets. Color mapping is employed for conveying higher dimensional data in two-dimensional (2D) representations for human consumption without relying on multiple projections. How one constructs these color maps, however, critically affects how accurately one perceives data. For simple scalar fields, perceptually uniform color maps and color selection have been shown to improve data readability and interpretation across research fields. Here we review core concepts underlying the design of perceptually uniform color map and extend the concepts from scalar fields to two-dimensional vector fields and three-component composition fields frequently found in materials-chemistry research to enable high-fidelity visualization. We develop the software tools PAPUC and CMPUC to enable researchers to utilize these colorimetry principles and employ perceptually uniform color spaces for rigorously meaningful color mapping of higher dimensional data representations. Last, we demonstrate how these 1 arXiv:2002.12228v1 [cs.HC] 27 Feb 2020 approaches deliver immediate improvements in data readability and interpretation in microscopies and spectroscopies routinely used in discerning materials structure, chemistry, and properties.
Introduction
Scientific, engineering, and medical research are expensive endeavors and include studies ranging from fundamental materials chemistry to materials deployment. This broad community of materials chemists and its stakeholders seek to ensure that complex data sets generated in this enterprise are accurately perceived; however, researchers have become increasingly aware of how 2D representation, in the form of color maps or heat maps, which define the conversion of raw data to colors on a screen or in print, can be poorly constructed to obscure or over-represent data. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Furthermore, 2-3% of the human population suffers from deuteranomaly-the most common form of red-green blindness. 6, 7 Which limits their ability to differentiate hues in the red-orange-yellow-green palette. Color maps, therefore, should be inclusive for broad accessibility while providing a faithful representation.
The current state of scientific data visualization uses Red-Green-Blue (RGB) values directly when creating visual representations of experimental or computationally acquired data. RGB color spaces, are conceptually easy to comprehend as 3D coordinate systems that approximate the tristimulus values, i.e. the stimulation of the red, green, and blue receptors in the human eye. Although there are multiple RGB standards and high-dynamic range (HDR) standards will improve their gamut, the fallback choice remains the sRGB standard. 8 For data visualization, there are many issues with using the sRGB color space-some disadvantages are described below.
The main limitation being that it is not a perceptually uniform color space; if one specifies uniformly spaced hue values, the corresponding colors will not disperse linearly to the human eye. Thus, the aspirational goal of optimal color usage for achieving fidelity in data visualization requires moving away from sRGB to the more appropriate perceptually Today, large selections of off-the-shelf, aesthetically pleasing, perceptually uniform color maps for scalar fields are both available and can be readily designed with available tools.
They are designed such that the Euclidian distance between any two color coordinates are a perceptual distance. They are, in essence, models of how humans process color information. 10 As a demonstration, we provide an original ( Figure 1a For color mapping data, we further link the color contrast to the perceivable data contrast using the derivative of the perceptual distance with respect to the data, X, as ∂(∆E)/∂X.
Having a constant perceptual derivative is what defines a perceptually uniform color map.
Since most people only recognize a ∆E = 2.3, 13 the perceptual derivative allows us to compute the minimum perceivable change in the data with a certain user-or instrument-specified color mapping. If a non-perceptually uniform mapping is made, then the value of the derivative will vary with the data values. . For simple scalar fields, perceptually uniform color mapping can be as simple as linear interpolation between two points in a UCS. However, to increase the 
Methods

Vector Fields
In representing 2D vector fields, it is common to use the HSV (hue, saturation, value) color space, which is a mathematically simple transformation of sRGB. The value of each pixel,
i.e., brightness and hue, are determined by magnitude and angle, respectively. Here we use the CIELAB color space to map the direction and magnitude of the vectors (Figure 4 ). Using the perceptually uniform representation, as implemented in PAPUC, the vector angle θ, is mapped to the hue angle, h • , in the a * -b * plane (Figure 4a ) and lightness is scaled to vector magnitude so that the perceptually uniform color wheel has a conceptually familiar layout as the HSV color wheel (Figure 4b ). When visualized in CIELAB colorspace, input vector data are mapped on to the surface of an inverted cone with an axis along L * , cone tip at L * = 0, cone base at L * = 74, and radius of 40 which can be seen in Figure 4c . (More details may be found in Ref. 19 ). The angle contrast is quantified by the perceptual derivative with respect to angle, ∂∆E/∂θ, at the maximum magnitude the HSV perceptual derivative varies by an order of magnitude and is discontinuous (Figure 4d ). Further complicating the HSV representation, lightness varies wildly with respect to the angle θ, which leads some angles to have inherently higher perceived magnitude (Figure 4e ). This is a result of HSV passing through the sRGB primaries, where red and green are 1.65X and 2.72X lighter than blue. The perceptual derivative discontinuities occur at the sRGB primaries and their binary combinations of cyan, magenta, and yellow. Assuming a just noticeable difference of ∆E = 2.3, 13 our proposed mapping permits a minimum discernible angle of 3.3 • .
Compositional Mapping
In mapping elemental composition in materials, typically the three sRGB primaries or their binary pairs, cyan, magenta, and yellow, are used to represent the measured concentrations of three components. In our approach implemented in CMPUC, we scale lightness, L * , to the total intensity (concentration). For the relative composition, three color points are chosen such that they are perceptually equidistant and centered at white (a * , b * = 0) forming an equilateral triangle (Figure 5a ). Ideally, the equilateral triangle in the a * -b * plane should be as large as possible so that the smallest changes in composition are perceivable. Thus, we use the largest white centered triangle that fits into the sRGB color gamut; which occurs at L * = 61.50, circumradius of 60.14, and hue angle of 33.73 • . The circumradius of the triangle is scaled to the total intensity since the sRGB gamut converges to (a * , b * = 0) as L * approaches zero. The overall mapping in our CMPUC code is essentially an inverted trigonal pyramid which has a triangular base where each base vertex corresponds a maximum signal that is purely of one component (Figure 5c ).
In traditional RGB mapping, the foremost issue with the approach is that the primaries exhibit different lightness values. The lightness variation is so large that the component represented by green will be perceived as nearly 3X more concentrated than the component represented by blue. Although the sRGB primaries have maximal perceptual distance and thus, compositional distinguishability, they are not perceptually equidistant, such that there are more perceivable differences between blue and green than either of the other pairs.
Additionally, linear mixing between them yields low contrast near pure compositions.
Use-cases
Application to vector-field visualizations First, we show how perceptually uniform color mappings give immediate improvements in data readability and interpretation using our software tool PAPUC for a vector field consisting of nanoscale vortex patterns of electrical polarization in a PbTiO 3 /SrTiO 3 superlattice measured from atomic-scale Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). 23 The rotational structure and magnitude differences of this vector field provide an ideal test for the interpretability of color mapping methods as they rotationally and radially traverse the entire color space. 
Application to compositional maps
Next, we examine the application of our perceptually uniform composition mapping using CMPUC on TEM EDS composition data collected from a cross section sample of hydroxyapatite deposited with platinum ( Figure 7) . As before, we compare the perceptually uniform visualization (Figure 7a ) to the traditional mapping method, which in this case is R-G-B mixing (Figure 7b ). When pairing colors to chemical elements in either mapping ( Figure 5 ), we advocate for match-ups that minimizes spatial overlap between red and green, to aid those with red-green color blindness.
Using the R-G-B mixing color map, the platinum-rich region on the left side of Figure 7b appears to have higher signal; however, the total signal is lowest in the platinum-rich region as shown in Figure 7e . This inconsistency in the R-G-B mixing color map shows how our perceptually uniform color map yields a more accurate representation of the total signal while maintaining good compositional distinguishability as seen in Figure 7c . One might argue that the small amount of platinum signal visible on the right side of Figure 7b ,c is not noticeable within our perceptually uniform color mappping; however, if the elemental color pairings were permuted and Pt was represented as blue, the small platinum signal would not be visible in R-G-B mixing color mapping. To that end, if emphasizing small signals in a quantitative manner is important, it is best to separate elemental signals into separate figure panels and use a scalar colormap such as viridis as it provides ≈30% more contrast than using a black-green colormap.
Conclusions
Using colorimetry to design better-in a scientific fidelity rather than aesthetic sensedata representations for authentic perception is gaining substantial traction. Yet many of the current off-the-shelf tools, may not cover the more complex data representations with perceptually uniform use of color. The two examples and their implementations in PAPUC and CMPUC we highlighted are only marginally more complex than normal data post-processing as the software implementation of L * a * b * -sRGB color conversion is trivial.
Yet for minimal extra effort, we demonstrate significant improvements in interpretability over the common HSV color mapping of 2D vector fields. Most importantly, the fixed lightness-magnitude mapping no longer hides vectors mapped to blue and we can ensure uniform angle contrast. Last, within three-component chemical mapping, we demonstrate a fair lightness-concentration representation for all three components. We hope, above all else, that our work encourages others to use perceptually uniform color mappings since the community of scientific researchers all strive for the accurate conveyance of data.
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